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 ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, KEW.

 BULLETIN

 OF

 MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION.

 No. 10.] [1913.

 LVIII.-SOIME NOTES FROM A WEST INDIAN CORAL
 ISLAND.

 T. M. SAVAGE ENGLISH.

 These notes have been made during a three years' residence in
 Grand Cayman, an island of the British West Indies, 17 miles
 long, 1 to 6 miles wide, 190 north of the Equator, and in the track
 of the ocean current from the Eastward which afterwards becomes
 the Gulf stream.

 This island has a comparatively dry climate with irregular
 rainfall, a temperature ranging between a few degrees above 900
 and a few degrees below 600, and well-marked summer and winter,
 the means of February and August differing by about 80 ; a climate
 which seems to suit Vitis vinifera and Ficus carica. Sambucus nigra,
 perhaps the most adaptable of all flowering plants, becomes ever-
 green and flowers several times a year but seldom if ever ripens seed.
 And out of a large number of British wild flowers, which the writer
 has tried to grow from seed brought from the south of England,
 only two, Sinapis tenuifolia and Alisma plantago, have continued to
 the second generation, when Sinapis was finally destroyed by
 caterpillars of the local " white " butterfly. Some plants of Alisma
 are still alive, putting out leaves, very much smaller than those of
 their ancestors, every three or four months; but not one of this
 generation has flowered.

 Grand Cayman is a typical " coral island " nowhere more than 30
 or 40 feet above sea level and, being entirely composed of porous
 rock, practically devoid of fresh water except for a few days or at
 the most weeks after heavy rain when the mud at the bottom of
 some of the depressions in the almost universal rock is covered by
 enough water to maintain a scanty aquatic flora, including Sagittaria,
 Typha, Jussiaea, and Ceratophyllum. Nymphaea ampla which occurs
 in a few places is very possibly of human introduction and in any case
 is likely to be exterminated before long by cattle. Any hole in
 the rock deep enough to reach sea level holds brackish or more
 probably salt water which as a rule rises and falls with the tide;

 (32684-6a.) Wt. 212-780. 1125, 12/13. D & S.
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 and it is noticeable that not only do many of the Cayman plants, e.g.,
 Hippomane Mancinella, Portulaca oleracea,* Siwietenia Mahagoni,
 Thrinax argentea, Mart., grow where their roots are sometimes
 covered by salt water (the extreme range of ordinary tides is about
 2 feet), but that land birds such as Dendroeca are common among the
 mangroves miles from any fresh water except occasional dew or rain
 on Rhizophora or Laquncularia. The other " mangrove " Avicennia,
 which exudes brine from its leaves, generally has leaves and twigs
 "frosted " and glistening with salt crystals and not even a lichen,
 far less an orchid, seems able to exist on it, though Schomburgkia
 Thomsoniana, the common orchid of Grand Cayman, is frequent
 on Laguncularia and is occasionally to be found on old trees of
 Rhizophora.

 A snake, Ungalia maculata, seems quite at home in salt water
 among these trees, as do water beetles and water boatmen. Dragon
 flies too abound and go through their metamorphoses in the sea.
 More than this the almost perpetual sea breezes which sweep the
 island, and give it an ideal climate from the human point of view,t
 bring with them so much spray from the reefs that wire mosquito
 netting, galvanized copper, even phosphor-bronze, has a lifetime
 if anything shorter than that of the " butterfly net " variety; and
 " staghorns " surmount every tree at all above the general level of
 the bush.

 So it will be seen that Grand Cayman is by no means a suitable
 place for the establishment of any organism at all intolerant of
 salt, of course in those parts of the island where the surface is more
 than a foot or two above the level of high tides, where there is some
 soil, and where there is a sufficient extent of "bush" to give
 shelter from the sea breeze, conditions are more favourable, and
 seeds of non-maritime plants brought by birds or the wind have
 some chance of growing and getting established.

 Passiflora cuprea, L. has apparently been brought by a bird within
 the last few years and is certainly being spread rapidly by this
 means. It seems to have been unknown to the islanders until lately
 and it is most unlikely that they would not have had knowledge
 of and a name for a plant, such as this, with conspicuous flowers
 and a comparatively eatable fruit.

 Seeds brought by the sea no doubt have many more difficulties
 to surmount than if they come through the air, but want of oppor-
 tunity is not one of them. The quantity of living seed afloat at
 this western end of the Caribbean Sea must be immense, for it is
 hardly possible to examine more than a few feet of the windward
 beaches of Grand Cayman without finding a seed of some sort;
 leguminous, probably, if it is not one from a Manicaria palm,
 though there are plenty of others.

 Other jetsam includes electric light bulbs, occasionally in perfect
 order, but, as it is impossible to say where they have come from, of
 no particular interest; and bottles, which are sometimes more
 instructive. Recently two have contained messages; one, most
 unfortunately undated and only partly legible, was from Ceara in

 * This is able to survive complete submersion by at least four successive tides.

 - The death rate of Grand Cayman is one of the lowest in the world-below
 8 for the last 3 years.
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 Brazil; the other, which gave date, latitude and longitude, had not
 travelled so far, having been dropped overboard from a local vessel
 about 60 miles to the E.N.E. six days before it was found on the
 beach. It was forwarded in time to be "news," though it was
 merely to say that its writer would not be home so soon as he had
 expected to be.

 Bamboos, of which there are very few living in Grand Cayman,
 and trees of larger size than any locally grown, and in comparatively
 fresh and perfect condition, come ashore fairly often, and suggest a
 means of transport for various forms of life-most probably from
 Cuba.*

 Live cocoanuts are not frequent-perhaps one a year to each
 mile of beach-but many more are no doubt picked up floating
 between the reef and the shore by fishermen and others. Mani-
 caria nuts are very abundant. The islanders call them "1sea-
 cocoanuts" (cf. Lodoicea from the Seychelles) and sometimes eat
 them, though they are considered, and probably with good reason,
 to be indigestible. Occasionally perfect fruits are found, but no
 " sea-cocoanut" has ever been known to germinate, and there is not
 a tree of it in the island.

 Presumably the reason is to be found in the time taken in transit
 from Trinidad, or from wherever in South America these nuts may
 come. In a few cases signs of germination are visible when the
 nuts are opened, so it may be that this starts before or very soon
 after the commencement of the sea voyage, and is fatally checked
 by absorption of salt water. There is one known instance, and
 apparently one only which will bear investigation, of a plant having
 established itself unaided from sea-borne seed in Grand Cayman.
 This is Cassia lineata, now fairly common in places on the south
 side of the island and locally known as " storm weed."

 It was first found soon after one of the notable hurricanes ; some
 say in 1876, others in 1903, but it is agreed that it was unknown
 before and was noticed at once because it seemed to be a good
 garden flower.

 Some grasses are said to have appeared after hurricanes, but on
 investigation it would seem that they appeared in quantity rather
 than for the first time, occupying ground where "bush " had been
 destroyed; there is some uncertainty too as to which particular
 grasses they are.

 A small colony of Ipomoea acetosifolia, a plant which the writer
 has only seen in this one place in Grand Cayman, extending along
 about a hundred yards of shore from the remains of a pile of debris
 left by the 1903 hurricane, may very possibly be derived from a
 seed thrown up then; but the evidence, of course, is only
 presumptive. As it would also have been concerning a single plant
 of Sophora tomentosa, evidently some years old, flowering and about
 to ripen seed, which unfortunately disappeared in the heavy sea
 resulting from the near passage of the hurricane of November, 1912.
 It was new to the islanders, and they can give a name to almost
 anything that grows in the bush.

 * The Cayman reptiles seem on the whole to be of Cuban rather than
 Jamaican origin.

 32684 A 2
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 It is only after a hurricane has caused the sea to be exceptionally
 high that any seed is likely to be left far enough up the beach to
 have much chance of establishing itself on an island such as this,
 where no earthquake has ever been recorded; for, though there
 seems to be sufficient evidence that Grand Cayman is being steadily,
 and from a geological point of view rapidly, lifted up, this eleva-
 tion can hardly be rapid enough to have much effect on the
 establishment of new plants.

 Signs of this elevation are to be seen on the South side of the
 island where there is a flat topped reef of solid coral rock long since
 dead which is said to have been habitually passed over by canoes
 within living memory though it is now impassable. Again in the
 South West where a rock which is said to have been used in the
 early seventies of the last century as an ordinary launching place
 for canoes is now two feet or so too high above the ordinary tide
 level for this to be done with any safety. Further evidence is
 afforded in various places where patches of Rhizophora are gradually
 dying out and being replaced by more terrestrial forms-often by
 Cereus; in the gradual disappearance of sandy beaches and
 exposure of the rock beneath and in the continued existence of
 Grand Cayman itself. For, if a lowlying coral island, such as this,
 is to be kept above water, steady elevation seems necessary in order
 to balance the erosion due to tropical sunshine, sea breezes, rain
 and vegetation, which between them soon give to hard* coral rock
 exposed to their influence very much the appearance, on a large
 scale, of a lump of sugar taken out of hot tea. There is also the
 erosion due to the action of the water in and from mangrove
 swamps, which in a short time dissolves even such massive shells as
 those of Strombust and planes down the underlying rock to a more
 or less flat surface showing excellent sections of its fossil shells;
 harder lumps being left here and there as rugged "islands "-to
 disappear more slowly.4

 This elevation can perhaps be satisfactorily accounted for by the
 inward and ultimately upward thrust of the ever growing wall of
 coral debris on the seaward face of the reef. Seeing then that it
 may only be four or five times in a century that seeds are likely to
 be left sufficiently out of the reach of ordinary high tides to be able
 to do much more than start their growth before they again find
 themselves in salt water, and that even so they must in most cases
 be able to grow in a soil which is to a large extent composed of
 calcareous sand, it is small wonder that the immense number of seeds
 thrown ashore alive should produce comparatively few seedlings.
 And as soon as a seedling begins to show itself it is exposed to
 attack by land crabs.

 Two species are particularly destructive in Grand Cayman,
 Cardisoma guanhumi and Gecarcinus ruricola (?). The first, being the

 # Much of this rock is hard enough to make sparks from steel.
 t A crab shell only lasts a few weeks.

 + It is interesting in this connection to compare the account given of the erosion on Little Coco in Natural History Notes from H.M.I.M. Survey Steamer
 "Investigator" No. 25. The vegetation of the Coco Group. By D. Prain in the
 Journ. Asiatic Soc. Bengal LX, Pt. II. No. 4, 1891, pp. 288 et seq.-ED.
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 edible crab of this part of the world, is known simply as the crab.
 It seems to be found all over the island and grows to a considerable
 size, an old male being sometimes as much as 6 inches across and
 having its larger claw no less than 14 inches in length from its
 junction with the body to the end of its "jaws," while these become
 so bowed that when they are shut a space as much as 2 inches
 across and 4 inches in length may be enclosed, little more than the
 actual points meeting.

 The female has claws much smaller than those of the male, more
 even in size, and apparently more destructive. She seems to be
 just as terrestrial when she is carrying her minute eggs, which may
 number two millions or more, as she is at other times, though she is
 said to go into the sea to wash them off when they are about to hatch.

 These crabs are generally clay coloured varying to fairly bright
 orange or to grey, while some are brilliantly blue.

 They are great burrowers, as a rule nocturnal, in any case
 seldom appearing while the sun is shining or when the weather is
 dry, and are as omnivorous as anything that lives-cannibals too
 and wholesale devourers of the smaller species.

 In places where they abound nothing is safe from them. They
 will take into their holes things for which they cannot conceivably
 find a use-a knife for instance or a pocket compass. They will eat
 the eggs from under a sitting hen, if not the hen herself, as readily
 as the leaves of seedling cocoanut trees, and of these from 6 to
 10 per cent. have to be replaced if they are planted in newly cleared
 ground before the crabs have been very thoroughly thinned out.
 They are responsible for frequent patches of bare soil in the
 " bush," which get covered with vegetation when the crabs are
 gone. During the drier months of the early part of the year, they
 go underground to change their shells and add to their destructive-
 ness by barricading the mouths of their holes with masses of sticks
 and rubbish like jackdaws' nests, nipping off or rooting up saplings
 as much as three quarters of an inch in diameter for the purpose.
 These holes always seem to reach water and make excellent and
 much used breeding and hiding places for mosquitoes, while if they
 are at all deep the salt mud which is perpetually being brought up
 from them ruins what would otherwise be excellent soil for some
 distance around their entrances. Fresh water seems to be rapidly
 fatal to this crab. Before it was made proof against them they
 were continually getting into a cemented rain-water cistern belonging
 to the writer and, so long as they were alive, were hard to get out
 from a depth of 5 feet. But in less than an hour they were always
 dead.

 In uncleared " bush " there are perhaps 200 or 300 of them to the
 acre, and at first they are so fearless of man that while clearing is
 being done they will come up to feed on leaves and shoots as these
 fall to the ground; but they learn quickly and become active
 enough in getting away to make shooting them with an air gun or
 small rifle decidedly better sport than might be supposed. And
 provided that they come from places where they are not likely to
 have had access to garbage, they make excellent food.
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 Gecarcinus ruricola (?) is seldom more than 2j inches across and
 exhibits various shades of purple, crimson and orange, whence its local
 name of "redshank." It is by far the most numerous of the Cayman
 crabs, though not often to be found far from the dry sandy land
 near the sea and very rarely if ever among mangroves. On the
 whole it is a scavenger rather than a destroyer, and if it were less
 numerous, would not be more detrimental to plant life than are
 three or four other species which seldom leave the mangroves. But
 its numbers are so great that the damage done by its burrowing is
 appreciable, as is also its destruction of seedlings.

 Fortunately it has many enemies, and of these perhaps the chief
 is lMus alexandrinus which, when living in the "bush," seems to
 feed principally on crabs, though it is no doubt to avoid being itself
 the food of large ones that it has become almost as arboreal as a
 squirrel, usually making its nest in some such place as the crown
 of a cocoanut palm. It shows that this habit of living in trees is a
 recently acquired one by making for the ground rather than the
 higher branches when it is hunted.

 Among the plants introduced to Grand Cayman by means of
 seeds picked up on the beach, or found floating, and subsequently
 grown in a garden Morinda citrifolia seems to be fairly established
 and, as other fruits were found at Cayman Brac 60 miles to the
 N.E. at about the same time as the original one at Grand Cayman,
 it seems likely that Cuba was its country of origin ; unless of course
 all the fruits came from some passing vessel. Fruits of Mammea
 americana are sometimes found in a more or less eatable condition,
 so this tree also may ultimately be introduced to the island " by
 sea." The writer has been using seaweed, mostly sargasso, but
 with some admixture of Thalassia, as manure for cocoanut trees-
 and with excellent result, some of the trees, after about a year's
 manuring, having increased the number of young nuts in their
 bunches from 5 or 6 to more than 30, and in two instances to 48
 and 49, while the manured trees have so far escaped the diseases
 which, particularly " bud rot," play such havoc in this island. From
 this seaweed a large number of seedlings have sprung up and some,
 including Terminalia, Sesuvium, and several species of Ipomoea,
 have gone on growing, but generally, if the crabs let them get so
 far, and it seems all but impossible to protect them from things
 which climb like cats and burrow like moles, they go off more or
 less suddenly-presumably when they have come to an end of their
 original supply of nutriment.

 So far nothing has survived which is undoubtedly new to the
 island, though a Cassia and two or three other plants not yet
 determinable may possibly prove to be so.

 It certainly seems that the appearance from sea-borne seed and
 survival of a new plant on a crab-infested island like this, which
 only offers suitable soil and surroundings to such seaside plants as
 it already has in abundance, must be a rare event-without human
 aid a very rare one indeed.
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